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My teacher can write her few notes and music exercises for me so I have no trouble reading it.The
paper is not too thick, but enough to write with a light pressure on both sides. It's good enough for
my purposes.Probably, a bit thin for someone to write a lot on each line and sustain a lot of writing
and crossing out and rewriting, especially with a harder push.

This item was good for basic music notation needs. However, the wire bound version is significantly
more convenient because it is easier to remove pages that assignments are completed on for class.
If you do not need to remove pages from the notebook, then this manuscript paper book will be fine!

0 of 1 people found the following review helpful - really? what do you want me to say about it, it is
staff paper... ???There's not a whole lot to say about this manuscript paper...All staff paper is way
over priced, this was the most inexpensive I could find.The pages are easy to tear out, they tear out
easily right on the seam.Nicely spaced stave's.12 stave's per page.Three holes punched in the
entire book fits easily into a three ring binder.I bought mine here on a few weeks back for $2.95,
seems the price went up a bit since then.For about the same price you can get 96 pages in spiral
bound (Hal Leonard as well). Given then price Id go for the spiral bound (12 stave's as well).Works

great, and easy to tear out/remove if you need to turn an assignment in.Final thought:Staff paper is
way over priced.You can get 150 pages of College Ruled paper for (sometimes) 24 cents at Fry's
during back to school sales.Manuscript should be no different... unfortunately it is price wise, that
said this one works great - although spiral bound at this price ($4.95 at the time this review was
written) would be a better deal.hope this helps you decide!**FYI***the price on the back of the book
says $2.99... so dont pay more!Also on the back cover they have advertisement for other
manuscript paper, one of which is 514 pages loose leaf for $11.99so - heads up!

I'm a beginner and needed this for my fundamentals class. It keeps my sheets organized and not all
over the place, I tend to lose things, so having all the pages bound together was helpful. And if I
ever lose it I can put my name on it, and if by sheer goodwill perhaps someone will return it to me. It
also has a guide in the front, which I wasn't expecting when I first opened it and it was a nice
surprise because now I have a third studying source without having to lug around my textbook for
simple information that's provided in this booklet. All in all, great manuscript paper.

The pages tear easier, it's easier to keep organized, it doesn't get torn in my backpack full of other
books, perfect size, great number of staves...I've gone through a few different books of manuscript
paper, and this so far is my favorite.

The pages can be easily ripped out and I like how it already has holes on the side so I can put it in a
binder. The staffs themselves are perfectly sized. This staff paper is perfect for anyone who is
looking for a good product.

Bought this for my daughter's high school Music Theory class. After 3 months of use the cover and
pages have held up well. It is just the right amount of staves per page for her use and we're very
happy with this item.

The product is, in fact, a book of manuscript paper which is just fine. As advertised.It would have
been really nice to know that the pages were NOT perforated, so they can not be torn from the
book. Fitting all ring binders is basically useless as I have no need to binder an ENTIRE book of
manuscript paper.
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